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National Average Mortgage Rates

Mortgage rates have had an impressive run--the best since 2011, in fact,
when it comes to total peak to trough movement. That winning streak might
not even be over, but every time rates bounce recently--even if only slightly-it's cause for concern. For one of a few potential reasons, these big moves in
rates only last so long. This one is big enough and long enough that it makes
sense to keep an eye out for the big shift.
In fact, if you're in the process of buying or refinancing (or if you work in the
mortgage/housing market) it makes sense to keep an eye out for temporary
shifts! That's the area of greatest concern currently. Following this week's
Fed meeting, rates extended their fall to the lowest levels since November
2016. But since then, the underlying bond market has bounced in such a way
that suggests rates aren't interested in further gains just yet.
It's too soon to know if today was just a pause in the action for rates (they
were only slightly higher today and still very low in the bigger picture) or if it
was an ominous sign preceding a bigger jump. Either way, the risk of
volatility is increasing rapidly due to several events on the horizon in the next
2 weeks (G20 summit next week and important economic data in the first
week of July).
Subscribe to my newsletter online at:
http://housingnewsletters.com/richblanchard
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Mortgage News Daily
30 Yr. Fixed
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MBS and Treasury Market Data
MBS FNMA 3.0
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10 YR Treasury
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